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I tried following the same procedures as in version 3.0. The 3.0 version of the software did not allow me to use the.xds
files that I used to use to originally install the software. They were ignored and the installer would actually overwrite them
with the new files from the.xds file. It is my understanding that the "new".xds files are newer versions of the.xds files that
were used in the original install. The versions are not exactly the same, the file sizes are a little different and there have

been updates to some of the files. However, it appears that the newer.xds files are ignored and overwritten. That is a
problem as I use most of the.xds files that I have created for the 3.0 versions. My guess is that there is a coding mistake
somewhere, but I would appreciate any input that you folks have on this. Thanks in advance David, if I get my PC to load
Pro100 into Windows 3.0 again, I can prove to you that the.xds files still work. I can't do that right now, but if you provide
the various help file files, I can use them to load the initial installation onto 3.0. You can then tell me whether or not the
same issues are present and I will know what is causing the problems. There are a couple.xds files that I have that have
been updated to the current.xds files. These files will cause errors. Pro100 v3.9.12 Pro100 v4.10.2 The entire help files

from version 3.0 are perfectly valid, except the icons and the help files that I created for the version 4.10 software. They
aren't valid on the 3.0 versions. The icons on the help files are the same as the icons used in the 3.0 version of the

software. David David, when I can get the Pro100 v3.9.12 software installed on my PC, I will work on trying to get the
v4.10.2 software installed. I will then go back to the Pro100 v3.0.x software and see if the same problems still persist or
not. If you can provide the help files, I can work on them. Then, I will be able to help you and perhaps more people with

the problems. If you can provide
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FULL PRO100 v4.16 Eng Full Libraries
Manuals The Bricode Pro100 is an

industry leading paint duster that is a
great little tool for helping to keep the

mess in your studio or studio setup to a
minimum. The Pro100 is an excellent
device at keeping house rules in your

work area clean and clutter free. With this
feature, you can take off your apron or
shirt, hit your Bricode Pro100 on your

shirt and get a clean, lustrous,
professional clean. Any workshop can
benefit from using the Bricode Pro100,

from the kitchen, to the production house,
to the car garage, to the boat garage or
boat shop. A powerful clean and easy to

use paint and mess cleaner Hits anywhere
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- easily the power of a sander or lint roller
but almost zero mess Hits every

centimetre of the surface - cleans walls,
ceiling, floors, cars, curtains Super easy to
use control panel, no need to worry about
mess or cleaning chemicals Versatile use -
works on paint, glue, dirt, wax, and mess
Super easy to clean and store Huge range
of finishes - matt, satin, gloss, semi-gloss,
medium, medium satin and eggshell Two
different sizes - small and medium Low

profile, light, easy to hold, easy to store,
and easy to travel with Delivers dirt,

debris, mess and paint right where it is on
the surface Swivel brush and spray

nozzles and varying power levels Low-
noise Economical Rugged Easy to clean

Comes with a tool bag and cleaning cloth
www.bricode.com/EN/Pro100/ Review of
the 2019 Pro100 paint duster Great little
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tool for keeping a clean and tidy shop The
pros: Good power Easy to clean and store
Cheap Multiple finishes and patterns Easy
to use Best for the money Excellent paint
stripping tool The cons: Not particularly
big (for some people) No easy way to
really get to the back corners Cannot

clean behind large walls Sewn-on
purchase card that gets worn after a while
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